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Hugh told me about how Christchurch is built over artesian springs. After the earthquake, when their neighborhood lost water, his neighbor
tapped into the well on his property and the whole neighborhood would pass by the spigot to fill their buckets. I spoke to him at the Noble
Merchant, a little cafe in Opawa, thirty minutes southwest by bike of the CBD. The road there quickly departed the central city, crossed train
tracks, passed car dealerships, proceeded through industrial and strip and landed in single family dwellings. Christchurch and its surrounding environs are sprawling leading to both challenges and opportunities for bottom up urban intervention.
Hugh seemed a little nostalgic about the weeks following the earthquake. His family was heavily reliant on each other and their little community, partly because they hadn’t heard word from the government or relief agencies. This is the story across Christchurch - people picking
up the pieces and filling gaps that the government could not fill on the timeline that they needed. We heard many stories like his - Evan also
started by orienting us in his neighborhood before speaking about the greater impacts of the earthquake. As an outsider it is sometimes easy
to get lost in the weeds of regulatory frameworks and geotechnical implications of a disaster such as Christchurch’s. If the human story is not
written into the landscape, or verbalized by the people, then it’s easy to get lost. Fortunately, in Christchurch there is an abundance of groups
and individuals engaged in tactical urbanism – since the beginning of the recovery, several hundred installations have been built. Many of
these groups share strong social networks and key players who have brought innovation not just in terms of novel interventions, but through
novel economic models that have allowed them to flourish and adapt even years later.
As someone coming to the scene late, it is difficult to retrace the ways that tactical urbanism has changed over time in the city. I have
snapshots rather than the full evolution. However, coming in eight years down the line is informative in the sense that you start to see the
organizations and projects that have persisted – the ones presumably with strong community support. There are several very important
organizations that are referenced over and over again in both the literature, on the ground, and if you follow the web of social media. Gap
Filler, Cultivate, Green the Rubble (now GreenLab – if you needed evidence of an evolution), Avon Otākaro Network, Te Putahi (FESTA),
and Ministry of Awesome are all such organizations. Each is representative of a different niche within the tactical urbanism landscape. Looking backwards, it’s easy to see that their staying power has a lot to do with leadership: many of these organizations have partnered with and
even spawned new organizations. They continue to find ways to evolve whether by partnering with a developer as in the case of Gap Filler
in their work on the East Frame, or by bringing in and engaging new stakeholder groups like Avon Otakaro Network with kids on Adventure
The commons is an important tactical urbanism intervention and demonstrates the potential for bottom up efforts to have a long term influence
on planning. During the 2011 earthquake the Crowne Plaza hotel that
truncated one of the city’s diagonal thoroughfares collapsed leaving a
vacant lot. Gap Filler, Te Putahi and others saw this as an opportunity to
reclaim the historical right of way. They activated the site hundreds of times
including with the “pallet pavilion” - a music venue constructed entirely of
upcycled pallets. During FESTA they also built a series of arches marking
the historical right of way and directing pedestrians into Victoria Park.
The commons continues to act as the headquarters for a number of small
NGOs including Gap Filler.

Ave. This evolution has extended now to venues beyond Christchurch - Hugh and several others have spoken in cities across New Zealand
and abroad about effective tactical urbanism.
I believe that the evolution of organizations and projects can act as a barometer of what citizens need from their city over time. The remarkable thing about tactical urbanism interventions in the wake of the earthquake is that they made space for a huge diversity of activities.
Some of the earliest interventions are unsurprisingly memorials. Others are quiet places to sit with a book, still others are healing gardens.
There were places to dance, temporary movies, bike repair, arches to reclaim a historic arterial, a festival with over 30,000 attendees to
reimagine the city, workshops teaching harakeke weaving, port-a-potties with pictures of Marilyn Monroe hung on the walls and new temporary markets in shipping containers (and literally hundreds more). Many of these projects can be found in an extensive compendium titled
“The Transitional City IV” that catalogues interventions from the first four years following the earthquake. A rough typology would include
temporary art installations, installations of a political nature (typically calling out CERA - the deeply contentious Christchurch Recovery
Act), installations that foster small businesses, those that enhance urban greening and those that temporarily activate space for some communal purpose.
The extraordinary power of tactical urbanism in the wake of the earthquake is that it originated in community - people responding in real
time to the challenges they were facing together. Tactical urbanism has a way of responding to needs that are specific to a community and
that feel more authentic because they originate from that relational space. Perhaps the most poignant example of this is the installation of
185 white chairs - chairs for every person killed by the earthquake that were gathered from the victims’ family and friends, painted white, and
placed in rows in a vacant lot. What is so moving is the specificity - these chairs represent community members. When I visited them, I was
moved to tears because of the way that they held space for grief. In the public realm, we are rarely willing to be so vulnerable. The search for
what will make everyone happy that is the mandate of government rarely leads to anything so raw. Even eight years after the earthquake, the
chairs still have resonance - evidenced by the fact that they are still there, and still holding space.
In the best cases, tactical urbanism is a conversation with government about how vacant space should be used. In Christchurch this was often the case as government and government funded entities helped fund and broker the use of vacant space. One such entity - aptly named

Christchurch has a process and a tactical response to memorial - first with
the 185 chairs and then last year after the mosque shooting with 50 pairs
of shoes. There is a strong ethos of care and engagement that persists even
as the city returns to normal.v

The map below shows some of the tactical urbanism power players
and where their interventions exist. They are the ones that brought the
human to Christchurch after the earthquake.

“Life in Vacant Spaces” – continues to connect community groups to the owners of open lots, helps them navigate regulatory requirements
and provides them with funding opportunities and resources. Life in Vacant Spaces, although separate from City Council, involved many
people who worked for government – people like Hugh. The creation of Life in Vacant Spaces was a smart tactical move for a couple of reasons. First, it created a quality control valve, because LIVS manages interventions by creating an easy pathway for community members to
engage (rather than having projects spring up in a more ad hoc fashion). Secondly, because LIVS is independently governed, the community
is more likely to approach and trust them (after the earthquake antipathy towards city government was running high).
City Council also created an explicit front office in the Central Business District to create a one stop shop for regulatory inquiries staffed
with city planners, landscape architects and architects. By smoothing the way for community groups, City Council had a lot to gain - tactical urbanism interventions are a relatively cheap way to temporarily reactivate the city and to retain some economic vitality. One of the
most prolific tactical urbanism groups in Christchurch – Gap Filler – operates on a shoestring budget where projects typically cost a couple
thousand dollars and are built almost entirely with volunteer power. Unfortunately the government has tended to view these organizations
and interventions as bandaids – temporary and whimsical space fillers until the time comes for something permanent. Although there have
been some notable successes like the commons which redefines a historic entrance into Victoria Park, there are also many projects that have
disappeared without a trace. As an outsider it’s hard to evaluate the long term impact of tactical urbanism on reshaping the city, however
from speaking with many people, it sounds as if the character of the city has become much more open and that the commons itself is more
vibrant. We could speculate about whether this would have happened without tactical urbanism, but my suspicion is that it could not, and
would not have happened to the degree that it has.
One thing that is troubling, but perhaps unsurprising is the lack of diversity represented in tactical urbanism interventions in Christchurch.
Looking through many of the groups that carried out projects, there are not many that were forwarded by Māori and other minorities. There
are a number of reasons why this might be the case. The first is simply that the Māori population that occupied the central city was small –
7.4 percent in 2006. Additionally, the truth of projects like these is that they require funding, know how, and probably some political capital.
Many of the projects that happened in the Central City were forwarded by people who had some background in planning or relationships
with an institution like Canterbury University, and they were mostly white. These were probably the people who felt the most empowered to
take matters into their own hands. Ironically, one of the only Maori installations that I tracked down is a critique of the lack of Maori presence in the rebuild. That isn’t to say that the Māori played no part, to the contrary they are much more obviously present now, but much
of their involvement is in state sanctioned art installations and architecture. This is probably primarily because the national government as
treaty holders are obligated to include Māori on big capital projects. The city council has no such mandate, so until the earthquakes, Māori
interests mostly fell on deaf ears. Groups like Rekindle, Greening the Rubble and Avon Otakaro Network have worked hard to include Maori
voices in planning transitional projects, and in the case of Rekindle, holding workshops that engage with native species and practices.
The other heartening part of the being deep in the rebuild is that there is sufficient know-how to allow groups out of the norm to pursue projects - in particular, kids. Adventure Ave is a partnership between Avon Otakaro network and the Banks School. While kids were surveyed as
part of city plans for the rebuild, they were not responsible for the plans themselves. Adventure Ave is entirely run by early middleschool age
students and broke ground last month with the help of another student group - the Student Volunteer Army. As part of the project, the kids
had to go to city council to secure funding. This is exciting for a number of reasons, but chiefly because it builds agency and empowerment.
This has been true throughout the rebuild across the volunteers and architects of tactical urbanism interventions. The students at Banks
School now are working to pass on their knowledge to other student at other schools. The possibilities for empowerment just keep growing.
I asked Hugh what he thinks the future will hold for tactical urbanism in Christchurch. He isn’t so sure. If the past is any indication, tactical
urbanism will continue to evolve in the city and the people who were once at the helm will give way to a group of new (and hopefully more
diverse) leaders. This is already starting to happen. As the vaccuum of open spaces begins to close, the tension between creating permanance and holding on to possibility of the temporary and changeable increases. Hopefully the invitation to engage will persist.
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Tactical urbanism in Christchurch has primarily followed the above
process. There is often an event like FESTA or an early project that
brings people together and gets them thinking about doing their
own project (think of the proliferation of Little Free Libraries in Seattle). Many of those groups then work with Life In Vacant Spaces to
help them navigate regulations and to match them with vacant lots.
Funding for materials and other associated costs is critical, and has
fallen since the earthquakes. Sometimes organizations also seek
outside expertise from universities and other institutions.
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